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About This Game

"Get in, get out, get paid."

PAKO 2 is an arcade driving game where you explore vast cities as a getaway driver, perform robberies with your crew and
shoot twin-stick style while escaping the law.

Successful getaways reward you money which can be used to buy upgrades, guns, items, new rides and locations.

Key Features
- Single player drive-by shooting action

- Pick up crew members and transport them into destinations
- Partial 2-player support: Player2 can shoot while Player1 drives

- Handcrafted levels full of detail
- Take screenshots in "Photo Mode"
- Upgradeable cars with skill points

- Various guns and special perk items
- Survival challenge

- Pumping soundtrack by DKSTR
- Leaderboards to compete

- Achievements
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Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn. Second verse as great as the first..
I'd like to say more about Gravity Error later. For now I'd just like to get my positive vote in on this very cool (but not terribly
cheap) puzzle \/ arcade. game. The objective is to reach the exit while collecting all the markers along the way, by means of
changing the direction of gravity as many times as necessary. Cooler yet, there are numerous ways to succeed!

More later (hopefully), but for now...ENJOY!. I think this is a good shooter for the $0.5 I paid for it. I really enjoyed trying to
get the achievements. I still can't quite kill the boss on level 10 but it keeps you coming back for more. Yes the graphics are a bit
pants but the sound and effect noises are good enough and the ship is easy to control and does what you want it to do. For me it
was a perfect balance of not too difficult but difficult enough to be challenging.
The only gripe I had with the game is sometimes you lose track of the reticle, especially on later levels when it gets a bit hectic
so detonating the bombs becomes a bit hit and miss.
Otherwise I would highly recommend this game for 1-2 hours solid shooter fun. It has leaderboards if you wanted to spend a bit
more time.. A game I played in the "Era-of-Big-Bad-Shoot-Games" back when "Painkiller" and "Serious Sam" were still active
alive (Although Serious Sam kinda is still alive right now, but you get the idea.).
A personal classic, not the best, but playable.You get the bang for your buck.

Not as aged well and remembered as the games mentioned above but still...a personal classic!. A port of a mobile card game,
really nothing special to be honest. I'm not a fan of all these Warhammer IP mobile card games popping up...hope this isn't a
trend GW wants to pursue.
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This simulator is the most interesting piece of software i have purchased in ages. In its current state it is already a beautiful copy
of the reality of the space programs. Excellent visuals, sounds, and perfect representation of the real cockpits of the capsules
used. An incredible amount of love went into this program and it shows. Can hardly wait to experience more of what is coming
along! Price is way more than fair in my opinion. There is some learning but it is all interesting and it pays off.
I do hope the tutorials can explain just a bit more of what to do during more complicated missions.
Got any interest in what the astronauts had to do, and actually pilot your own missions, then dig into this one!
. THIS REVIEW IS A WORK IN PROGRESS. I WILL UPDATE IT IF THE OTHER EPISODES COME OUT. But if they
dont this is getting a negative review. Sam Glyph is a an adventure game where we play as Sam. He is a detective who is out of
work but one day he gets a job offer he cant refuse. After that he is pulled back into the game after a failed assasination
attempt. So how is Sam Glyph ? I really like the first episode and its shows alot of promise for the game but theres a bunch of
negatives i want to talk about right now. The game has bugged achievements so if youre a completionist just skip this one. But
be carefull cause this game might be a scam. The devs of this game promised the next episode to be huge as it was in
development for almost a year now. The dev in october stated that the second episode would be out before christmas. But the
dev went silent for over 100 days and there is no updates for the game so i think this might be a scam. To get this game just for
the first episode is now worth it cause its only like 15 minutes long. Only get this if episode 2 comes out and youre interested in
it. I give Sam Glyph Episode 1 a 5\/10

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. Pretty fun
game.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ikJnKkqfQAs. I got this DLC free when I pre-ordered the game, the heists are fun, though quite intense for
low levels and a low payday for higher levels. Trainheist is a great mission to test a teams skill.

Gun wise the Commando is my go to weapon with stats outstripping the car 4, plus it looks so damn sexy. I can't rate this gun
high enough
The swedish K is a great stealth gun, but otherwise never seen
And the Gruber is my go to stealth gun due to being a Mastermind. inbuilt laser module makes it great for big oil (attach a light)
and concealment is high.. A rubbish puzzle game, the concept is great, the execution is extremely poor. The controls are very
bad and unintuitive with something like 3 button presses just to place some blocks, there is nowhere in the game that tells you
what controls are outside of the brief tutorial introducing them and they cannot be rebound. There are also multiple bugs such as
visual glitches and block dispensers not working requiring you to suicide. What is a deal killer for me is that some of the puzzles
require jumps that are extremely tricky to executy even after you have correctly placed the blocks, I want to play a puzzle game,
not a platformer!. It's pretty much tetris on steroids.. It Lurks Below is a great action game with some light RPG elements and a
few building features.

I say light, because the choices are straightforward and very clear what benefit they will provide. If you increase the level of a
skill it gets better. If you gain more attack power you hit harder. That being said, just like every game that has these features you
will be able to find combinations of items that work better that others.

One skill pulls in all the enemies of the room? Cleaving attacks are the best bet.
Need to shoot around corners? Use your reflective wand, or arcing.

The game can be punishing to newer players. If you don't know how to manage your farms, or you spend too much time before
gathering more ressources you may end up starving to death. Thankfully the different difficulty modes help provide a better
experience if you don't want to deal with certain aspects of survival.

Descent is a great alternative, but you wouldn't be able to heal while you sleep. Passive recovery, potions and regenerative
affixes are more necessary. You will also be missing the buffs that certain food combinations have provided.

Creative has all the benefits of survival, without the hunger and fatigue.

If potential time investment is important to you then consider the following.
It only takes 4h to reach the bottom of normal difficulty, but that is not the end. Each new difficulty adds new attack patterns
and monsters to the areas and bosses. It keeps it fresh and challenging.

The crystal system adds an addictive loop to your gear upgrades. The hard choices come when you have a fantastic unique
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crystal, but also want a higher tier armor. What will you sacrifice?

Rings need some love. Personally there are only a few that are interesting to me.

At the time I am writing this review I have 170+ hours in the game and see myself playing for even longer. If you only want to
go through everything once it is maybe 20-30 hours to get through all of the difficulties on a single character.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7m05WnqmCnE
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